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Preface to the Report
This report was commissioned by the Alberta Recreation and Parks Association
(ARPA) with the primary purpose of examining trends in the public funding
of Alberta’s recreation, sport, and parks sector, hereinafter referred to as
recreation or the recreation sector. The report includes a
quantitative analysis of historical expenditures and sources
of funds and an overview of changes over time in funding
policies and approaches.
The report follows from a somewhat more broadly defined
study prepared in 2002 on behalf of ARPA but focuses
more closely on the recreation sector and explores to
a greater degree changes in public funding policies and
philosophies. In the years that have followed the earlier
report, the province experienced considerable economic and population
growth, which began to abate only as the current report was being prepared.
During those years, the spending restraints that characterized the public
sector in the 1990s were relaxed as governments responded to the improved
economic and fiscal environment and recognized as well the infrastructure
“gap” that had accrued from past underspending.
The report examines municipal, provincial, and federal expenditures for
recreation. The municipal and provincial sections relate to Alberta only,
while the federal section encompasses nation-wide spending by the federal
government. The final section draws some general findings and conclusions
from the main parts of the report.
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Funding by Local Government
Introduction
Alberta’s municipalities, which include cities (16), towns (111), villages (100),
summer villages (51), specialized municipalities (4), and municipal districts and
counties (64) have the largest involvement of the three orders of government in
the funding of recreation in Alberta.
As articulated in the National Recreation Statement, prepared two decades
ago under the auspices of the Interprovincial Sport and Recreation Council,
municipalities are acknowledged as “the primary agent in the delivery
of equitable public recreation services”, notwithstanding the overriding
constitutional responsibilities of the provinces and territories in recreation
development.1 Municipalities are “creatures” of the provinces and their
dominant role in the recreation area derives in large part from their greater
ability to respond to local needs and their primary responsibilities in the
delivery of local services. The National Recreation Statement suggests that the
basic role of municipalities is to ensure the availability “of the broadest range of
recreation opportunities for every individual and group consistent with available
community resources”.
However, the wide differentials that exist in available resources at the
community level combined with the greater array and more elastic revenue
opportunities available to the provinces have drawn provincial supports to
municipalities and community organizations for recreation, as will be examined
further in Section 3.

Municipal Recreation Expenditures
The primary source of historical financial data pertaining to municipal
expenditures is the Alberta Municipal Financial Information System (AMFIS),
which gathers detailed financial data in a standardized form on an annual basis
from all municipalities in the province. The data include only revenue and
expenditures flows that accrue to the municipality itself. Not included are the
accounts of community-based not-for-profit organizations such as local sport
organizations and community leagues and associations.
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The analysis of municipal expenditures on recreation begins in Figure 1 with a
“picture” of the relative significance of that component within the total annual
operating and capital expenditures of Alberta’s municipal sector. In 2006,
the most recent year for which data were available as the report was being
prepared, recreation accounted for 10% of both the operating expenditures and
the capital outlays of all municipalities in the province. Outlays on recreation
at the local level exceed those for planning, cultural services, and public health
and welfare, but fall below those for transportation, protective services,
environmental services, and administration.
Analysis of municipal expenditures at earlier points of time, more particularly
1988 and 1998, reveals that recreation has accounted for a generally constant
share of local expenditures, with the exception of a slight increase noted
recently in recreation’s share of local capital expenditures.
Figure 1
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Municipal operating and capital expenditures for recreation, for the years 1988
to 2006, are detailed in Appendix Table A-1, which provides the information in
nominal (as-spent dollars), constant dollars ($ 2007), and constant dollars ($
2007) per capita.
In 2006, Alberta’s municipalities expended $775 million on recreation. Twothirds of the spending was of an operational nature, while one-third involved
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capital expenditures. Total expenditures on recreation have climbed significantly
over the years, from less than $300 million in 1988 and less than $500 million
in 2000. Adjusted for inflation and population growth, total expenditures reachieved levels of the 1988 to 1990 period only very recently, following more
than a decade of reduced spending levels.
Figure 2 shows the historical pattern of municipal expenditures for recreation,
adjusted for inflation and population growth, and expressed in real per capita
terms. It is clear from the figure that a trough in real spending on recreation
extended throughout the 1990s and into the early part of this decade. Only
by 2005 and 2006 did real spending again reach levels of the later 1980s. It
is apparent as well -- and not surprising -- that the capital spending side of
recreational spending has experienced the greater fluctuation over the years. In
2006, the most recent year for which data are available, capital expenditures for
recreation exhibited a sharp climb, raising total spending (in real terms) to the
highest level in almost two decades. Operating expenditures, while increasing in
recent years, have lagged capital outlays and remain marginally below levels of
the late 1980s in real per capita terms.
Had municipal expenditures for recreation (adjusted for inflation and population
growth) remained at late 1980s levels throughout the period to 2006,
cumulative spending over that time would have been higher by about $2.7
billion in 2007 constant dollar terms.
Figure 2
		

Municipal Expenditures for Recreation, Alberta, Constant
$ (2007) Per Capita
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Alberta’s municipal sector includes a wide array of small and large, and both
urbanized and rural municipalities, and the available municipal financial data
permits a deeper examination of recreational expenditure trends within
the sector. Urban municipalities account for a dominant share of municipal
spending on recreation in the province -- roughly 91% of operating outlays
and 98% of capital expenditures. The distribution of recreational spending
between urban and rural municipalities has not changed significantly over the
years, but the data indicate that rural jurisdictions have recently accounted
for a somewhat larger share of operating expenditures. This may be related in
part to the increasing cost contributions to urban municipalities by a number
of rural jurisdictions for the shared use of programs and facilities within those
centres, and to the growth of country residential and hamlet populations within
a number of traditionally rural municipalities.2
On a per capita basis, recreational spending by rural municipalities lags
substantially behind that of urban municipalities, as shown in Figure 3. The
differential in operational spending between urban and rural municipalities has
declined in recent years, while the differential in capital outlays has widened.
The real per capita differential in total spending between these two broad
categories of municipalities has remained broadly similar over the years: $326 in
1988, $252 in 1996, and $376 in 2006.
Figure 3
		

Operating and Capital Expenditures for Recreation, Alberta
Urban and Rural Municipalities, Constant $ (2007) Per Capita3
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Municipal Capital Expenditures for Recreation
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The historical municipal financial data also have been explored more deeply in
terms of size and type of municipality. As indicated earlier, rural municipalities
have accounted over time for a small and somewhat declining share of
municipal capital expenditures for recreation and a small but rising
share of operating expenditures. Within the urban sector, villages -the smallest of the incorporated communities -- have accounted for a
miniscule share of recreation spending.
Alberta’s towns have comprised a growing share of municipal operating
expenditures on recreation (from 15% in 1988 to 17% by 2006) and a
sharply rising share of recreation capital expenditures (from 24% to
30% between 1988 and 2006). This finding relates both to the growth
of many of Alberta’s towns in recent years and also the significant
commitments made by these communities to increased program and
facility development, the latter -- in some part at least -- responsive to
new capital funding availability from the province.
Alberta’s cities account for the “lion’s” share -- roughly two thirds -- of municipal
recreational spending in the province, but over the 1988-2006 period, the
cities’ share of both operational and capital expenditures has declined relatively
significantly: operational spending, from 76% to 66%; capital from 72% to 55%.

2006
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On a per capita basis, town expenditures for recreation exceed those for the
cities, and per capita spending by both sets of municipalities exceeds those for
villages and rural municipalities. For all types of municipalities, real per capita
spending has climbed since the low era of spending experienced in the mid-tolate 1990s. However, the recent spending increases have been most pronounced
in the towns and rural municipalities as illustrated in Figure 4.
Figure 4
		

Operating and Capital Expenditures for Recreation, by Type of 		
Municipality, Alberta, 1988-2006, Constant $2007 Per Capita
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Municipal Funding Sources for Recreation
The AMFIS database has been examined as well to identify the sources of funding
for municipal recreational spending and to discern changing funding patterns over
time.
Figure 5 shows that municipalities fund recreational operating costs largely
from their own-source revenues, including property taxes and user fees, and
that dependency on local funding has increased over time. The share of funding
attributed to senior government grants or transfers has declined from 10% in
1988 to 2% in 2006. During that same period the share of operational funding
from general revenues or property taxes has increased from 72% to 76%, while
user fees have grown from 18% to 22%. Over time, the province has broadly
reduced municipal operating grants including those modest programs targeted
toward recreation, and has increasingly focused its supports to municipalities
through capital transfers with limited conditionality.
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Sources of Funding for Municipal Operating Expenditures on
Recreation, Alberta, 1988-2006
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Municipalities traditionally have funded much of the capital expenditures for local
recreation from their own resources, including capital reserves, operating transfers, and tax-supported debt. Capital funding support from the province reached
a low of 4% of capital expenditures in 2000, but new capital grant programs (including those attached to lottery funds) since that time had increased provincial
supports to 13% of capital expenditures by 2006.
Figure 6 shows the trends in the financing of combined municipal operating and
capital expenditures on recreation. General revenue funding, largely comprised of
property taxes, has accounted for a relatively constant share of requirements. The
share of expenditures funded from provincial transfers declined until relatively
recently and is now climbing under the impetus of new capital funding programs.
Sales and user fees increased from a low in 1989 of about 14% of requirements
to a high of 24% in 1997 as provincial funding sources abated but remains above
late 1980s levels. That share has declined slightly in recent years as provincial
contributions have risen. Interestingly, the shares of funding requirements
provided by user fees and provincial transfers appear to shift in virtually equal
and opposite directions. The apparent sensitivity of user fees to provincial
operating transfers highlights the potential implications of changes in transfer
programs to recreation user affordability and program accessibility.
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Percentage Funding of Total Municipal Operating and
Capital Expenditures on Recreation, by Funding Sources,
Alberta, 1988-2006
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Historical levels of funding from the province for recreation, as reported by
Alberta municipalities, are provided in Table 1. The sharp decline in provincial
funding during the 1990s is evident in the figures. From 1989 to 1997, for
example, recreation funding to municipalities declined from more than $47
million to less than $14 million, a reduction in nominal dollars of 70%. The
cumulative value of the “trough” in transfers received
during the period between 1989 and 2006, when grants
for recreation again regained 1988-1989 nominal levels,
totaled roughly $955 million4, adjusted for population
growth and expressed in 2007 constant dollars, and taking
1988/1989 funding levels as a base. Figure 7 displays
historical funding levels to municipalities, adjusted for
population growth and inflation.
Table 1 also shows the changing distribution over time
between operating and capital transfers. During the three-year period 1988-1990,
operating transfers accounted for almost two-thirds of the total, capital transfers
the remainder. Over time -- and in a relatively consistent manner -- the relative
dominance of the two forms of transfers has switched. By 2006, capital transfers
accounted for almost three-quarters of recreation funding, with operating
transfers accounting for the remaining one-quarter.
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Recreation Funding from the Province Reported by
Municipalities, 1988-2006
Capital Transfers

Operating Transfers

Total Recreation
Transfers

Operating Transfer
as a % of Total

1988

7,782,009

23,865,621

31,647,630

75.4%

1989

23,430,293

24,058,821

47,489,114

50.7%

1990

10,370,573

23,199,047

33,569,620

69.1%

1991

12,920,927

21,589,642

34,510,569

62.6%

1992

15,191,690

19,927,950

35,119,640

56.7%

1993

18,068,498

13,054,045

31,122,543

41.9%

1994

13,690,766

8,615,090

22,305,856

38.6%

1995

14,927,482

6,713,214

21,640,696

31.0%

1996

11,171,861

6,351,541

17,523,402

36.2%

1997

7,872,234

5,728,091

13,600,325

42.1%

1998

9,393,425

6,328,870

15,722,295

40.3%

1999

6,649,941

7,407,262

14,057,203

52.7%

2000

6,395,486

6,927,996

13,323,482

52.0%

2001

9,393,425

4,633,698

14,027,123

33.0%

2002

9,920,726

4,895,317

14,816,043

33.0%

2003

14,842,825

5,049,290

19,892,115

25.4%

2004

16,645,946

6,268,268

22,914,214

27.4%

2005

22,078,807

7,316,278

29,395,085

24.9%

2006

33,831,661

11,804,418

45,636,079

25.9%

Source: AMFIS database. Includes provincial lotteries funding.

Figure 8 shows the changes over time in recreation’s share of total provincial
funding provided to municipalities. During the early years of the almost
two-decade period examined, roughly 10% or more of provincial funding to
municipalities was applied to recreational services and facilities. That percentage
declined to a low of approximately 3% by the beginning of this decade, before
climbing back toward the long-term average of about 6%, but it remains well
below recreation’s share of funding during the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Factors that may be attributed to recreation’s unusually low share of funding in
the late 1990s and early years of the current decade include both the reduction in
targeted operational and capital support for recreation, and the tendency as well
for capital funding eligibility during that period to emphasize road and utilities
facilities and infrastructure.
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Recreation Funding from the Province Reported by Alberta
Municipalities, 1988 to 2006, Adjusted for Population and in
Constant $2007
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Source: AMFIS data with adjustments for population growth and inflation by Nichols Applied Management.

Figure 8
		
		

Provincial Capital and Operating Transfers to Municipalities for
Recreation, as a Percentage of Total Transfers to Municipalities,
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Provincial Funding
Introduction
As discussed in Section 2, Alberta’s municipal sector expends roughly threequarters of a billion dollars annually (2006) on recreation and sports. A relatively
small part of those expenditures -- about $45 million annually (6%) -- is derived
from funds provided by the province, based on financial data compiled for all
municipalities. In addition -- and more significantly as discussed later in Section
3.2 -- the Government of Alberta incurs expenditures for recreation programs
and facilities administered by the province, and provides funding supports to
various community-based and not-for-profit organizations and associations whose
activities are not reflected in the municipal accounts.
Canada’s provinces have the primary constitutional responsibility for recreation
although the dominant delivery and funding roles have devolved to the municipal
or community levels. The Government of Alberta has assumed a funding role -secondary to that of the municipalities -- that has supplemented the resources
available locally and addressed to some degree the disparities in funding
capacities that exist across the municipal sector. A portion of provincial funding is
channeled through municipalities, another, larger portion accrues to communitybased organizations. Among the recreation mandates suggested for the provinces
within the National Recreational
Statement, cited earlier, are the following;
•

•
•
•
•

State publicly a provincial policy that defines provincial goals and objectives
for recreation and emphasizes the value and importance of recreation as a
social service;
Ensure the coordination of all provincial programs and services consistent
with the defined goals and objectives;
Observe recreation trends and issues in order to keep provincial policies
current;
Provide resources to municipal governments so that the quality of life, at the
community level, may be enhanced;
Influence the educational system so all students have a variety of activity
skills, a positive attitude about recreation, and a sound philosophy of leisure;
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Encourage and support autonomous recreation organizations and
associations that can assist government by organizing programs and
developing new program initiatives;
Provide provincial programs and services that build an integrated, viable
delivery system linking all parts of the system; and
Plan and support recreation research.

Provincial Recreation Expenditures
Aggregated estimates of annual provincial expenditures are available through
Statistics Canada for the years 1990-2007. With the exception of a few
years’ data, this information does not break out separately the spending for
recreational and cultural activities.5 Figure 9 shows the historical expenditures
by the province for recreation and culture in both nominal (as-spent) and
real dollars. Over the almost two decade period represented in that figure,
nominal expenditures increased from $241 million to $497 million. During
the first decade of that period, nominal spending declined but by about 2000
expenditures regained the much-earlier levels and have increased significantly
since then. Expressed in constant dollar terms, real spending did not re-achieve
1990 levels until the early part of the current decade but by 2007 exceeded by
more than 20% the 1990 expenditures.
Figure 9
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Source: Statistics Canada with inflation adjustments by Nichols Applied Management
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Adjusted for both population growth and inflation, provincial expenditures on
recreation and culture have only recently regained 1990 levels, as illustrated in
Figure 10.
Figure 10
		

Government of Alberta Expenditures on Recreation and Culture,
Constant $ 2007 Per Capita, 1990-2007
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The foregoing data, derived from Statistics Canada sources, combine recreation
and cultural spending. For the years 1999 to 2003 only, a breakdown of those
expenditures between recreation and culture are available. Recreation accounted
for an average of 32.4% of the combined spending during those years. If it is assumed that same proportion has been maintained since that period, this would
suggest that recreation spending by the province in recent years (2006-2007) may
have amounted to in the order of $150 million per annum.
It is not possible to disaggregate the Statistics Canada estimates of Alberta spending by type of expenditure or program. However, a “bottom-up” attempt has
been made to estimate provincial recreation spending through a detailed review
of provincial government spending estimates.
The Government of Alberta’s spending on recreation can be broadly viewed in
two streams. The first includes direct spending on provincial facilities and programming, with this spending normally funded from the province’s general revenues. The most significant component of this “stream” includes expenditures
-- both operating and capital -- on provincial parks. Also included are identifiable
administrative and program support costs, but these are relatively modest in
terms of absolute levels of expenditures.
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In 2007/08, operational and capital spending on provincial parks totaled
approximately $57.8 million (net of offsetting user fees) and $20.5 million,
respectively. Another approximately $2 million in expenditures was related
to departmental program supports for recreation and sport. These provincial
expenditures have not changed dramatically over the years, with the exception
of parks capital spending which, starting in 2005/06, increased significantly over
prior years with the government’s commitment for reinvestment in the provincial
parks system. In the decade prior to 2005/06, capital spending on parks averaged
less than $5 million annually, compared to an average of roughly $30 million
annually over the most recent three years.
A more recent area of provincial spending in support of recreation outside
of the lotteries funding, to be discussed later, relates to the Canada-Alberta
Municipal Rural Infrastructure Fund. Under this agreement, the Government
of Canada and the Government of Alberta were each to contribute $88 million
over the period 2006/07 to 2009/10, for a total of $176 million. Another $19
million in contributions from each senior level of government (totaling $38
million) was added by way of announcements made in 2008. Funding under
the program covered up to two-thirds of project costs, with municipalities
providing the remainder. A significant share of program funding was allocated
toward “green” projects, water and wastewater projects, and transportation
projects. However, up to 26% was allocated toward solid waste, environmental
energy improvement, recreation, cultural, tourism and connectivity projects. Of
the funded projects in Alberta reported under the program by the fall of 2008,
approximately 20% related in whole or in part to recreation and parks facilities.
Total announced funding since the beginning of the program exceeded $200
million, with more than $40 million of that pertaining to recreational and parks
facilities.6 The province also has initiated the Alberta Municipal Infrastructure
Program (established in 2005/06) and the Municipal Sustainability Initiative
(commencing in 2007). Both of these provide (mostly) capital funding for local
infrastructure, which can include recreation and parks facilities. And, as well,
the province has participated with the federal government in earlier cost-shared
infrastructure programs including the Infrastructure Canada-Alberta program
(2000-2006). For the most part, these infrastructure programs have been funded
from the province’s general revenues. The federal-provincial programs – and their
implications to recreation – are discussed further in Section 4 of the report.
The second “stream” of recreation-related spending by the province is funded
from lotteries revenues and directed to other parties, primarily not-for-profit
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organizations and community-based groups and municipalities, but including,
as well, the Alberta Sport, Recreation, Parks and Wildlife Foundation (ASRPWF),
a non-profit Crown Corporation. A review of the province’s financial accounts
poses some difficulty in disaggregating expenditures directed specifically
toward recreation activities. The total funding to the ASRPWF can be reasonably
attributed to the recreation sector. And some specific lotteries-funded projects
of a recreational nature are separately identifiable. But most other lotteries
funding for recreation is included within programs that are eligible for other nonrecreational types of spending, including arts and culture, libraries, education,
and health. For example, the Community Facility Enhancement Program (CFEP),
which has been funded by the province’s lotteries program for a number of
years, provides assistance toward “sports, recreational, cultural or other related
family and community wellness facilities”. Fortunately, it is possible, in respect to
most of these funded programs, to analyze the individual grants and their stated
purposes, and to compile estimates of funding to recreation. This sometimes
requires judgment in assigning grants to recreation because specific projects may
include a number of diverse expenditure elements and others, for example, may
involve multi-use facilities that serve various recreational, arts and cultural, and
other community functions. The analysis and findings discussed here are based
on some extensive analysis of the underlying projects supported through the
province’s lottery-funded initiatives.
Table 2 identifies the main lotteries-funded programs that currently support
recreation initiatives in the province.7 A number of observations are offered in
respect of the table:
•
•

•

•

several lotteries programs currently provide funding that benefit recreation
projects;
much of the funding available under these programs is oriented toward
project-related capital assistance rather than operational support. Project
support is based on application. The main source of program or operational
support is through the ASRPWF and, to a lesser degree, the “Other Initiatives
Program” within the Alberta Lottery Fund;
with the exception of the ASRPWF, the eligibility criteria under the various
programs embrace projects beyond recreation including cultural, arts, and
other community-based facilities;
the share of program dollars extended under these various programs toward
recreation generally ranges from approximately 25% to 60%, based on a
review of approved projects within each lotteries program.
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$38.5 m

$23.5m

$40.1m

$68.2m

$27.4m

$10.5m

$80.3m

Community
Facility
Enhancement
Program

Alberta Sport,
Recreation, Parks
and Wildlife
Foundation

First Nations
Development
Fund Grant
Program

Major
Community
Facilities
Program

Community
Initiatives
Program

Other Initiatives
Program

Other Lottery
Funding

N/A

Diverse projects outside the
parameters of other lottery
programs

Broad-based eligibility:
community; children’s;
recreation/sports; arts and
culture; libraries; parks;
health; education; seniors;
environmental; social

Recreation, cultural, wellness
facilities with requirements
exceeding CFEP funding limits

Economic, social, community
development projects

Sports, recreation, parks,
wildlife initiatives

Community, sports, recreation,
cultural, wellness facilities
Building, repair, renovation,
improvement

Primarily
Capital

Capital and
Operational

Capital and
Operational9

Capital

Capital and
Operational

Capital and
Operational

Capital

Capital/
Operating

Funding to Edmonton Northlands, Calgary Exhibition,
Saddledome Foundation, Edmonton Eskimo Football Club
for stadium/arena/exhibition facilities

$11.5m

$285,000

$30,000
(maximum
$75,000/
project per
year)

Games hosting
Facilities upgrading/repairs
Programming costs
Equipment
Parks development
Needs assessments
Sport operational costs
Hosting
Games participation
Sport program promotion
Planning/design of trail system
Construct sports development centre

$1.2 million
(max $10 m per
facility)

N/A

N/A

$73,000
(maximum
$125,000)

Average
Funding per
Approved
Project (07/08)

Recreation/leisure centres
Athletic parks
Arenas
Tennis courts
Playgrounds
Ski facilities
Stadium/field complexes

Multi-purpose facility and arena construction
Sports facilities upgrades (baseball diamonds, skating rinks)
Sports equipment
Facility operations, maintenance
Sports club operations

Sports event hosting
Education and training
Sport participation programs
Parks and conservation partnerships/management
Promotion of active living
Support for Albertans working in the field (research,
equipment, conferences, etc.)

Park enhancement
Sports and recreation facilities
Playgrounds

Typical Recreation Projects Funded

Total
Expenditure
07/088

Funding Program

Project Eligibility

Description of Current Lotteries Programs With Elements of Support for Recreation Initiatives

Table 2

63%10

47%

22%

59%

3%

100%

40%

Estimated
% to Sports,
Recreation,
Parks (07/08)
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Alberta Lotteries-Funded Programs in Support of Recreation
Initiatives
Government Fiscal Years Ending March 3111
94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08

Program
Alberta Sport, Recreation, Parks and
Wildlife Foundation
Community Facility Enhancement Program
Community Lottery Board Grants
Other Initiatives Program
Community Initiatives Program
Other Lottery Funding
Centennial Legacy Grants
First Nations Development Fund
Major Community Facilities Grant

Figure 11 shows the evolution and duration of various lotteries programs that
have supported sports and recreation over the past fifteen years. Only the
ASRPWF and CFEP support programs have existed continuously throughout that
period. Two lotteries programs -- the Community Lottery Board Grants and the
Centennial Legacy Grants -- operated for several years before terminating. The
Major Community Facilities Program is a two-year program covering the years
2007/08 and 2008/09. The future of remaining programs such as the Community
Initiatives Program (operated in three-year terms), the Other Initiatives Program,
and other lottery funding (e.g., major stadia) is unclear. Notwithstanding that,
lotteries revenues are projected by the province to continue growing and
this would suggest that continued -- and possibly growing -- funding may be
available to community-based facilities and programs including those oriented
to recreation. There is little evidence through the review of provincial programs,
that the province is inclined to shift its financial supports away from applicationsbased project funding and toward on-going operational funding.
An approximation of provincial funding outlays that benefit recreation activities
has been developed by identifying the relevant programs within the “general
revenue” and “lotteries” streams and estimating the proportions of those
programs benefiting recreation-related activities. Given changes in provincial
priorities and programs over time, the levels of support have not remained static.
Table 3, which provides the estimated spending figures for the year 2007/08,
suggests that the province currently spends in the order of $245 million annually
on recreation. The corresponding estimates for 2006/07 total approximately
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$114 million. The sharp increase in spending between the two years -- more than
$130 million or roughly a 115% increase -- relates primarily to three programs:
new capital investment in provincial parks, the introduction of the two-year Major
Community Facilities Program, and a significant expansion in other lottery funding
for “one-time” capital improvements to stadia and arenas in Edmonton and Calgary.
These “bottom-up” estimates of recreation spending by the province -- $114 million
in 2006/07 and $245 million in 2007/08, or an annual average of $180 million over
the two years -- are broadly consistent with the estimates of $150 million for 2007
derived earlier from Statistics Canada data.12 This level of spending compares to
the estimated $775 million annually spent on recreation by Alberta’s municipalities.
It is estimated from the AMFIS data that in 2006 approximately $46 million of
municipal recreation expenditures were derived from the province. This suggests
that total net expenditures by the province and its municipalities are roughly $850
million annually.13
Table 3
		

Estimated Expenditures for Recreation, Government of Alberta,
2007/08

Sources of Revenue
General Revenues

Program

Estimated Expenditures
$ millions

Provincial parks
Capital

53.8 1

Operating

45.6 2

Department supports3
Sub-total

2.1
101.5 4

Lotteries Revenues
Alberta Sport, Recreation, Parks and Wildlife Foundation

23.5

Community Facility Enhancement Program

15.9

Community Initiatives Program

6.7

First Nations Development Fund

1.2

Major Community Facilities
Other Initiatives Program

1.
2.
3.
4.

4.9

Other Lottery Funding

50.3 5

Major athletic events

0.5

Sub-total
TOTAL

40.5

143.5
$245.0

Forecasted capital expenditures including equipment.
Forecasted cash expenses net of parks revenues.
Ministry of Tourism, Parks, and Recreation. Forecasted expenditures net of lotteries supports.
Excludes recreation components of first year of Canada-Alberta Municipal Rural Infrastructure fund. Expenditures
forecasted by province under the program in that year totaled $7.0 million. Roughly 20% of those expenditures
relate to recreation and parks expenditures. Excludes funding under Municipal Sustainability Initiative and Alberta
Municipal Infrastructure Program that is channeled by municipalities to recreation and parks facilities.
5. Includes funding to stadia and arenas, but excludes exhibition and trade facilities.
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Figure 12 provides an historical profile of estimated provincial outlays in support
of the recreation sector. The two “streams” of support -- General Revenues and
Lotteries Funds -- generally track one another but lotteries funding has displayed
greater year-to-year fluctuation. The general revenue
funding is largely directed to those areas -- primarily
provincial parks -- that form a core part of the province’s
ongoing responsibilities. Lotteries funding is primarily
directed to arms-length/not-for-profit organizations,
community-based groups, and municipalities. An exception
relates to the funding of the ASRPWF, which is a Crownowned not-for-profit organization. Over the period
covered by Figure 12, provincial funding for recreation
from the two “streams” shows a generally upward trend
but with the exception of the final year shown -- 2008 -- no dramatic upswing in
expenditures. In 2008, a sharp increase in lotteries funding for recreation is noted.
This is related primarily to the Major Community Facilities Program -- a two-year
program subject to review regarding any extension -- and substantial stadium
and arena spending in Edmonton and Calgary within “Other Lottery Funding”. It
is unclear whether the significant increases in lottery funding this year and next
through these specific programs will be sustained in future years.
Figure 12
		

Historical Estimates of Government of Alberta Funding to
Recreation
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A brief examination has been conducted of historical recreation funding policy
within the Lotteries Fund. Since 1990, following changes in the Criminal Code
which opened access to the provinces in the lotteries field, the recreation sector
has been an important beneficiary of Alberta’s gaming revenues.
During the 1970’s, the Commonwealth Games Foundation, Sport Alberta, and ,
particularly, the Calgary Exhibition and Stampede and the Edmonton Exhibition
Association -- both of which operated sport and recreation facilities in addition
to racing and exhibition facilities -- had preferred lotteries status and were
major recipients of lotteries funds.
During the 1980’s, the two major exhibition organizations in Edmonton and
Calgary, as well as agricultural societies elsewhere in the province remained
important lotteries beneficiaries but the Recreation, Parks and Wildlife
Foundation, and the Alberta Games Council -- later the Alberta Sport Council
-- received regular allotments. In the mid-1980’s, defined recreation and sports
organizations accounted for roughly 30% of the lotteries funds disbursed.
That percentage does not include the recreation components of supports to
agricultural societies and major exhibition associations.
The importance of recreation as a primary beneficiary of provincial lotteries
funds was highlighted in the 1988 Interprovincial Lottery Amendment Act,
which indicated that the “Minister may pay money from the Fund for purposes
related to the support of initiatives related to recreation or culture or for any
other purpose that the Minister considers to be in the public interest”.
Somewhat later, in 1995, a report prepared by the Lotteries Review Committee,
following its appointment by the Premier a year earlier, concluded that lotteries
funding should support quality of life initiatives, primarily to charitable nonprofit organizations, and concentrate on projects rather than essential, on-going
activities requiring sustained sources of revenue. In assessing sector priorities
for lotteries funding, the Committee identified recreation among the top
priorities for support. Indeed, the Committee’s extensive public consultation
program showed recreation at that time to be the third highest priority, after
culture, and health and wellness.
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Figure 13 compares the estimated flows of lotteries funds towards the
recreation sector relative to total lotteries funding. During the mid-1990’s, total
lottery revenues are shown to remain relatively flat but this reflects the fact that
substantial lotteries revenues during this period were directed to the province’s
General Revenue Fund. During this time as well, recreation continued to receive
as much as one-quarter or more of the lottery funds distributed outside of the
General Revenues Fund. Starting in 1998, and in response to recommendations
arising from the Lotteries and Gaming Summit ’98, all revenues to the Lotteries
Fund were to be allocated through the legislature to specific initiatives and
projects, and none was to be placed in the General Revenue Fund.14 Since
the time of that policy change, total lotteries funding has grown substantially,
reinforced by the growing popularity of video lottery terminals. However,
in reviewing Figure 13, it is clear that recreation -- while securing generally
increasing levels of funding from lotteries over the past decade -- has lagged
considerably in terms of overall revenue share, accounting in recent years for
roughly 4%-5% of the total.15 This declining share of lotteries revenues infers a
change in priority for the use of lotteries funds relative to historical allocations
and indicated provincial directions dating to the 1980s and 1990s.
Figure 13
		

Alberta Lotteries Funding and Associated Funding to Recreation,
1994/95 to 2007/08
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Refer to Table A-2 for data.
Source: Government accounts and estimates by Nichols Applied Management
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Provincial Plans and Priorities
In January, 2008 the Government of Alberta issued its long-term capital plan
for the province.16 The report provides some insights into the province’s views
regarding the needs and relative priority for future recreation spending.
The report identifies eight key areas of infrastructure. Recreation facilities
are included within one of those areas, Community Facilities, which also
encompasses community cultural and tourism facilities. This component of
infrastructure is seen to “strengthen and enrich Alberta communities”, enhance
“the quality of life of Albertans”; “build a culturally vibrant and healthy Alberta”
and “diversify Alberta’s economy through tourism and cultural industry”. With
regard more specifically to recreation, the report explicitly cites the importance
of facility maintenance, renewal and investment that supports the health and
wellness of Albertans through sport and recreation.
The province also articulates its plans and priorities in short-term, medium-term,
and longer-term perspectives. Its stated recreation plans are as follows:
Short-Term
• Invest in community-based projects through the Major Community Facilities
Program and the Community Facilities Enhancement Program (both lotteriesfunded at present).
• Develop and maintain sport and recreation facilities capable of hosting
international competitions and training world-class athletes.
Medium-Term
• Enhancement of Alberta parks such as the Lois Hole Centennial Provincial Park
in St. Albert and maintain and upgrade provincial parks across the province.
• Continue to support the development of parks and recreation areas within
major urban centres.
Long-Term
• Priorities for provincial capital support will focus on projects that help
sustain the health and wellness of Albertans; preserve and enhance parks
and recreation facilities; and generally enhance the quality of life across the
province. The plan anticipates that communities will continue to set their area
priorities but states that the province will continue to play a supportive role.
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In summary, the capital plan encourages a continued and longer-term role
by the province in the development of community recreation facilities and
provincial parks. However, in the time since that plan was issued, the province’s
economic and fiscal circumstances have deteriorated and it is unclear how this
might alter spending plans and priorities as may affect the recreation sector.

Federal Funding of Recreation
The Government of Canada provides various supports to the recreation sector,
but it is not possible from the available expenditures data to disaggregate from
Federal expenditures the amounts spent in Alberta.
Figure 14 shows federal expenditures for recreation as reported by Statistics
Canada.17 Over the 16-year period reflected in that chart, federal expenditures
increased from approximately $300 million annually to $560 million.
Following increases in recreation spending early in that period (1992-1994),
federal expenditures remained level for several years and then declined
sharply in the 2000-2001 period. Recreation spending has increased relatively
consistently over the past several years.
Figure 14
		

Federal Government Expenditures on Recreation, All of Canada,
1991/92 to 2006/07
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Figure 14 also shows the historical pattern of federal spending on recreation
with adjustments for inflation and population growth. With those adjustments,
current levels of recreation spending by the federal government are roughly
equivalent to those in the early 1990s. During the first years of this decade,
however, real spending declined sharply.
Not reflected in the foregoing data are federal expenditures for national parks,
administered by the Parks Canada Agency. Spending by the Agency totals
approximately $600-700 million annually. Those expenditures include, in
addition to operational and program spending in the national parks, outlays for
historical and heritage places, celebrations (for example,
Quebec City’s 400th anniversary), and townsite and
throughway infrastructure, such as the twinning of the
Trans-Canada Highway through Banff National park.
The federal government also has initiated and participated
in a number of national infrastructure programs over the
years that have provided capital support in part toward
recreation facilities. The first of these, which extended
from 1994 to 1997, involved a 1/3:1/3:1/3 sharing of
costs among federal, provincial, and local governments. In all, $117 million
of total project costs during that first program -- or about 16% of the total
-- related to recreation facilities. The first infrastructure program has been
followed by others: The Infrastructure Canada Program and The Municipal Rural
Infrastructure Fund and, currently at the initial stages, The Building Canada
Fund. These are discussed below:
•

The Infrastructure Canada-Alberta Program (ICAP), created in 2000, and
delivered over a six-year period to 2006. ICAP’s objective was to enhance
infrastructure in urban and rural communities and improve the quality of
life with investments that protected the environment and supported longterm community and economic growth. The program included entitlement
to individual municipalities (but requiring program application) as well as
allocations for water and wastewater projects in rural Alberta and other
projects of strategic interest to the federal and provincial governments.
Under the program, federal funds were matched with provincial
contributions, each providing up to one-third of eligible costs, with
municipalities providing the remainder. Over the program period the federal
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government allocated $171 million to Alberta. No detailed breakdown of
project spending is readily available but available program data indicate that
18% of funding nationwide was devoted to cultural and recreation facilities.
Assuming that the same percentage applied to Alberta and that roughly one
half of that allocation pertained to recreation alone, this would suggest that
in the order of $17 million of federal money, matched by the province, was
channeled to recreational projects over the six-year period. This equates
to about $5.7 million annually in federal-provincial funding to recreation in
Alberta.
•

The Municipal Rural Infrastructure Fund (MRIF), under which the federal
government and the province each have allocated $88 million over the
period 2006-2010. Together, the two governments will provide a maximum
of two-thirds of the funding toward a project’s cost. Unlike ICAP, MRIF does
not assign entitlements to individual municipalities. Rather, projects are
approved on a competitive basis against various criteria. Funding is available
for facility construction, renewal and expansion and can encompass projects
ranging from water and wastewater projects, to transportation, to energy
improvement and to recreation, cultural and tourism infrastructures. The
ranking criteria adopted under the program for recreation projects include
the following:
ͳͳ Targets disadvantaged neighbourhoods.
ͳͳ Proposes Infrastructure for safe and accessible physical activities, sports
and recreation that will contribute to the social, personal and economic
development of the community.
ͳͳ Ensures that the facility will be used for the broad-based delivery of
sports, physical and recreational programs.
ͳͳ Increases public access and participation to the facility or recreational
activities.
ͳͳ Designs, if possible, the proposed infrastructure facility to meet
international competitive standards approved by national sport
organizations.
ͳͳ Fosters community partnerships to maximize benefits from the Project.
ͳͳ Encourages active living and active transportation (bicycle and
recreational trails) based on official community plans.
ͳͳ Encourages, supports and increases opportunities for all, and
disadvantaged groups in particular to engage in physical activity.
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An analysis carried out under the program showed that as at March 31,
2008, 10% of the funds expended nationally related to recreation. A project
by project examination of announced funding approvals to date in Alberta
suggest that approximately 20% of program funds in this province have
benefited recreation projects. Using that percentage, this would suggest that
approximately $18 million would derive from each of the Government of
Canada and the Government of Alberta over the 5 year program period. This
equates to combined senior government funding of roughly $9 million annually
in recreation funding.
Looking ahead, a new Infrastructure Framework Agreement between the
federal and provincial governments, signed in the spring of 2008, will establish
the Building Canada Fund. Under this new program Canada will make
available $840 million over seven years (2007-2008 to 2013-2014).
Of that amount $752 million will be applied to a Major Infrastructure
component and $88 million toward a Communities Component. Alberta
will match this latter contribution. The Major Infrastructure Component
will fund projects having a national or regional impact and with a
minimum eligible cost of $30 million. The Communities component will
essentially extend the Canada MRIF program, which is coming to an end.
As with MRIF, the new program includes sports infrastructure within
the list of eligible projects. It is estimated, based on the experience with
the MRIF that perhaps 10% of this funding will accrue to recreation, or
roughly $3-4 million annually in new federal-provided support to the
recreation sector over the next several years.
Within the context of total public spending in Alberta on recreation, the
federal government is a relatively modest participant with its expenditures far
outshadowed by municipal and provincial spending. This finding is consistent
with past inter-governmental acknowledgements of the primary roles of the
provinces and municipalities in the recreation field.18
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General Findings & Conclusions
The study examines historical and current patterns in the public funding of Alberta’s
recreation sector. The sector relies to an important degree on governmental
funding support.
All three orders of government -- federal, provincial and municipal -- are involved in
recreation funding. The province has primary constitutional authority in this area,
provides supportive funding, and has an active delivery role in respect to provincial
parks, but municipalities -- with their heightened ability to identify and respond to
local needs and their extensive role in the delivery of community-based services
-- are the primary agents of public recreation service delivery. Aside from its direct
responsibilities for the national parks, the federal government activities in this
area are more broadly and nationally focused and expenditures are on a generally
modest scale.
Between the province and the municipalities, it is estimated, conservatively,
that $850 million annually was spent in Alberta on recreation in 2006. That total
likely approached $1 billion by 2008. With provincial transfers “netted out”, the
municipalities account for almost 90% of spending, the province the remainder.
Recreation accounts for 10% of total municipal operating expenditures and
capital outlays. That share has remained generally constant over the years with a
slight increase noted recently in recreation’s share of local capital expenditures.
Recreation expenditures at the local level exceed those for planning, cultural
services, and public health and welfare but fell below those for transportation,
protective services, environmental services and administration. Two-thirds of
municipal recreation spending is of an operational nature while one-third involves
capital expenditures. Not surprisingly, the capital side of local recreation spending
has experienced the greater fluctuation over the years.
In real per capita terms, municipal spending on recreation slipped between the late
1980’s and the beginning of this decade. Only by 2005 and 2006 were the earlier
spending levels regained. The most recent data available show a sharp climb in
municipal recreation capital spending with operational expenditures increasing
more modestly. Estimates of the “trough” in recreation spending by municipalities
during the past two decades suggest that cumulative spending over that period
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would have needed to be $2.7 billion higher (2007 dollars) to have maintained
real spending levels at 1988/1989 levels.
A more detailed analysis within the municipal sector shows that urban
municipalities account for a dominant share of recreation spending -- and
especially so with respect to capital outlays. Differentials in per capita spending
levels are very pronounced, with recreational spending by rural municipalities
lagging significantly behind urban jurisdictions. That said, rural operating
expenditures have grown relatively quickly in recent years, a trend that may
reflect an increased recognition of local needs in this area, the demands from
new development and population growth in the greater metropolitan areas, and
requests from urban neighbours for financial assistance in operating recreation
facilities.
Alberta’s cities continue to account for the “lion’s share” (roughly two-thirds)
of municipal spending on recreation but that relative dominance has declined
somewhat over the years, while town’s have contributed a growing share of
spending -- particularly within the current decade. Town
expenditures on recreation now exceed cities spending on
a per capita basis.
Municipalities fund recreational operating costs largely
from their own-source revenues (taxes and user fees,
primarily) and that dependency has increased with senior
government operating transfers diminishing over time.
Local resources, including reserves, tax-supported debt,
user fees and taxes also are relied on to fund most capital
requirements. Capital funding support from the province reached a low ebb of
4% of local capital outlays in 2000, but new grant programs have increased that
relative contribution in more recent years.
The province’s funding to municipalities for recreation was reduced significantly
during the 1990s and early part of this decade. It is estimated that cumulative
provincial transfers would need to have been some $955 million higher ($2007)
during that period to have maintained real funding levels at 1988/1989 levels.
Recreation funding through user fees appears to change as a “mirror image”
of changes in provincial transfers. User fees contributed a high of 24% of all
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recreation requirements (capital and operating) in 1997 as provincial support
reached a low ebb, but the reliance on user fees has declined in recent
years as provincial contributions have climbed.
Recreation’s share of total provincial funding to municipalities for all
purposes declined from roughly 10% in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s
to a low of approximately 3% by the beginning of this decade, but has
since reached about 6%.
Available Statistics Canada aggregated data for Alberta suggest that real
per capita expenditures for recreation by the province only recently
have regained the levels prevailing at the start of the 1990’s, with lower
spending throughout much of the intervening years. It is estimated that
total provincial spending on recreation has amounted to in the order of
$150 million annually in recent years.
A “bottom-up” attempt has been made in the study to corroborate the
magnitude and better define the patterns of provincial recreation spending
through a more detailed review of specific programs. The province’s spending
can be broadly considered in two streams. The first includes direct spending
on provincial facilities and programming from its general revenues. Notable in
this “direct” stream are expenditures on provincial parks. The second “stream”
relates to funding from lotteries revenues. Together, recreation expenditures
under the two streams are estimated to have totaled $114 million in 2006/07
and $245 million in 2007/08, or an average of $180 million annually over
the two years. Not included in these figures is the more indirect spending on
recreation through federal-provincial infrastructure programs, the province’s
new Municipality Sustainability Initiative (MSI), and the Alberta Municipal
Infrastructure Program (AMIP), where municipalities have generally wide
latitude in the use of funds.
Lotteries funding for recreation is largely directed to arms-length, not-forprofit community based groups, as well as, municipalities. Lotteries funding
to the Alberta Sport, Recreation, Parks and Wildlife Foundation (ASRPWF) has
extended for many years and, by definition, is focused on the sports, recreation
and parks sector. All other lotteries funding – with the exception of specific
grants for major athletic events and “one-off” initiatives, have eligibility criteria
that embrace projects beyond the recreation sector. The Community Facility
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Enhancement Program (CFEP) is notable for its long-term continuity but other
programs, for example the Community Lottery Board Grants and the Centennial
Legacy Grants operated for but a few years. Beyond the funding to the ASRPWF
and CFEP, other major program contributions to recreation include the Major
Community Facilities Program, the Other Lottery Funding Program, and the
Community Initiatives Program. The share of dollars provided by these programs
to recreation ranges from approximately 25% to 60%. With the recent downturn
in the province’s economic and fiscal prospects and the discontinuance of the
Major Community Facilities Program, it is unclear whether the increases in
lottery funding to recreation in recent years will be sustained.
Over time, the province’s lotteries revenues have increased dramatically and
now total roughly $1.5 billion. In the early years, these funds were
directed to a relatively small number of organizations and programs,
and recreation was a significant beneficiary, receiving in the order of
one-quarter to one-third of lotteries disbursements during much of the
1980s and 1990s.
In 1999, changes in provincial policy directed all lotteries revenues
to allocation by the legislature to specific initiatives, programs, and
projects. Since then, total lotteries funding has grown substantially,
reinforced by the growing popularity of video lottery terminals, and
allocations have been more widely distributed. Recreation, while
securing generally increasing levels of funding over the past decade,
now accounts for only 4%-5% of total lottery funding. Recreation’s
declining share of lottery funding in recent years infers a change in
priority for the use of lotteries funds relative to historical allocations and to
indicated provincial directions dating to the 1980s and 1990s.
The Government of Alberta issued its long-term capital plan for the province
in early 2008. The report identified eight key areas of infrastructure. One
of those areas, Community Facilities, encompasses recreation, culture and
tourism facilities. The report explicitly cites the importance of this component
in the short, medium, and long term, and of the need for maintenance and
investment that supports the health and wellness of Albertans through sport
and recreation. However, in the time since that plan was issued, the province’s
economic and fiscal circumstances have deteriorated and it is unclear how this
might alter spending plans and priorities as may affect the recreation sector.
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Federal expenditures in support of recreation are relatively modest, totaling
in the order of $560 million nationwide. Spending levels
adjusted for inflation and population growth are roughly
equivalent to the early 1990s, following several years of
reduced spending in the early years of this decade. The
federal government also incurs expenditures on national
parks, totaling $600-700 million, although that spending
also included provisions for historical places, celebrations,
and throughway infrastructure.
The federal government also has initiated and participated
in several national infrastructure programs over the years that have provided
capital support in part towards sports, recreation, and parks facilities. These
have included, more recently, the Infrastructure Canada-Alberta Program (ICAP)
and the Municipal Rural Infrastructure fund. Roughly 10%-20% of the funds
disbursed under these cost-shared programs have related to recreation. Looking
ahead, a new federal-provincial agreement has established the Building Canada
Fund, which will extend over a planned seven-year period. That program also
includes sports infrastructure within the list of eligible projects.
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Endnotes
1

National Recreation Statement. Interprovincial Sports and Recreation Council, 1987.

2

Between 2000 and 2006, the rural municipal share of total municipal recreational
operating expenditures increased from 7% to 9%.

3

Derived from AMFIS data, with adjustments, based on official population and CPI.
Excludes specialized municipalities.

4

This amount is equivalent to the total additional dollars ($2007) that municipalities
would have needed for per capita transfer levels to have remained at 1988/1989
levels.

5

Cultural expenditures include spending on the arts (arts education, performing arts,
visual arts and crafts), heritage and libraries, cultural industries (e.g., broadcasting,
film and video, publishing, etc.), multiculturalism and multidisciplinary activities
(e.g., festivals, cultural exchanges, etc.).

6

Refer to website of Canada-Alberta Municipal Rural Infrastructure Fund.

7

Occasionally, “one-off” lotteries allocations to the recreation sector appear in the
government’s financial accounts. In fiscal year 2008/09, for example, $50 million in
lotteries funds is allocated to the Capital Region River Valley Park. This funding does
not appear to be tied to a specific lotteries program.

8

Excludes Lotteries funding to bingo associations and agricultural societies. Some of
that funding may benefit sports and recreation programs and facilities. Programs
shown do not include the Community Spirit Donation Grant Program, which through
a $100 million tax credit allotment ($20 million annually), encourages charitable
donations from individuals to eligible non-profit organizations in support of
operating costs, programs and/or capital projects. Benefiting projects are expected
to include sports and recreation activities.

9

Eligibility includes project-based initiatives for up to two consecutive years.

10

Includes stadium, arena projects and support for Canadian Finals Rodeo. Excludes
funding for the Calgary Roundup Centre and the Northlands exhibition facility.

11

Excludes annual Lotteries funding to Agricultural Societies ($8.7 m in 2007/08) and
occasional funding in earlier years to Infrastructure Canada-Alberta Programs ($5
million in 2006/07). These may include programs and facilities related to sports and
recreation.

12

Provincial funding figures do not include transfers under the Municipal Sustainability
Initiative (MSI) that are utilized by municipalities for recreation. That program
allots to municipalities $400 million in 2007, $500 million in 2008, $600 million in
2009, and $1.4 billion annually beginning in 2010. Allocations are made for each
municipality, but applications are required showing the profiles of proposed project.
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Of the MSI funding, $50 million is provided annually in conditional operating
support, the remainder is allocated to capital projects. Recreational and sports
facilities, campground facilities, and permanent park facilities are among the wide
range of projects eligible for support under the capital funding provisions. MSI
operational support can be applied to numerous municipal administrative and
program areas, including the operation of public recreation facilities and parks,
and activities related to recreational programming. Not included also are supports
to recreation through the Alberta Municipal Infrastructure Program (AMIP). This
program, established in 2005/06 as a five-year, 3.0 billion program($600 million
per year), provides assistance to municipalities to develop core infrastructure and,
where those needs have been addressed, to improve other community facilities and
infrastructure, including sports, recreation, and parks facilities. The portion of AMIP
funding that has been directed to recreation is unavailable.
13

Provincial spending in 06/07 of $114 million plus municipal spending of $775 million
in 2006, less the component of provincial dollars transferred to municipalities ($45.6
million in 2006) and included within the municipal figures.

14

In the report: New Directions for Lotteries and Gaming, prepared by the Lotteries
Review Committee, August 1995, a breakdown of Lotteries distributions totaling
$125 million (out of $510 million in net lottery revenues) is provided for 1995/96. Of
that amount the Alberta Sport, Recreation, Parks and Wildlife Foundation received
$14.9 million and the Community Facility Enhancement Program $35 million.
Assuming 40% of CFEP funds benefited sports and recreation, based on recent
experience, this suggests that the sector benefited from in the order of $29 million
or 23% of total disbursements. In addition, a further $17.5 million was directed to
agricultural societies and major exhibitions and some portion of that funding would
likely have related to sports and recreation.

15

Approximately 10% in 2008. The reduction in the relative share of total revenues for
recreation is likely related to two factors. One is the remarkable growth in gaming
revenues in recent years, and now exceeding $1.4 billion annually. The second is
the considerable broadening of the type of projects and programs that now receive
a share of gaming proceeds. Lottery funds now are disbursed across virtually all
provincial ministries and toward a much broader range of sectoral initiatives than in
the past.

16

The 20-Year Strategic Capital Plan to address Alberta’s Infrastructure Needs. Alberta
Treasury Board. Jan 29, 2008.

17

Expenditures data are provided in Table A-4.

18

Refer to National Recreation Statement.
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Appendix A
Table A-1

Municipal Operating and Capital Expenditures for Recreation, Alberta, 1988-2006
- Actual Expenditures -

Operating

Capital

- Adjusted Expenditures $2007 Total

Operating

Capital

- Adjusted Expenditures $2007 Per Capita -

Total

Operating

Capital

Total

1988

$234,108,669

$59,974,838

$294,083,507

$405,307,079

$103,833,090

$509,140,169

$172

$44

$216

1989

$233,626,621

$113,221,410

$346,848,031

$388,498,993

$188,276,505

$576,775,498

$163

$79

$242

1990

$253,726,333

$71,166,498

$324,892,831

$398,857,795

$111,873,735

$510,731,530

$164

$46

$210

1991

$264,736,883

$62,852,643

$327,589,526

$393,104,263

$93,329,051

$486,433,314

$159

$38

$197

1992

$275,878,507

$72,284,709

$348,163,216

$403,549,330

$105,736,566

$509,285,896

$161

$42

$203

1993

$261,023,853

$70,060,113

$331,083,966

$378,067,718

$101,475,274

$479,542,992

$149

$40

$189

1994

$268,218,289

$58,898,733

$327,117,022

$382,844,265

$84,069,741

$466,914,006

$149

$33

$182

1995

$273,525,765

$71,912,573

$345,438,338

$381,641,274

$100,337,188

$481,978,462

$148

$39

$187

1996

$271,623,438

$69,719,125

$341,342,563

$370,652,816

$95,137,556

$465,790,372

$143

$37

$180

1997

$284,753,026

$67,384,806

$352,137,832

$381,071,303

$90,177,850

$471,249,153

$144

$34

$178

1998

$288,744,159

$73,627,881

$362,372,040

$381,647,268

$97,317,569

$478,964,837

$142

$36

$178

1999

$306,375,770

$100,985,097

$407,360,867

$395,204,631

$130,264,146

$525,468,777

$143

$47

$190

2000

$320,832,068

$160,261,681

$481,093,749

$400,276,199

$199,945,526

$600,221,725

$142

$71

$213

2001

$342,734,041

$147,190,536

$489,924,577

$417,873,252

$179,459,816

$597,333,068

$147

$63

$210

2002

$377,258,574

$102,772,755

$480,031,329

$444,787,859

$121,169,078

$565,956,937

$151

$41

$192

2003

$406,191,806

$138,848,216

$545,040,022

$458,716,609

$156,802,727

$615,519,336

$154

$53

$207

2004

$441,007,793

$141,786,307

$582,794,100

$490,980,347

$157,852,744

$648,833,091

$163

$53

$215

2005

$482,454,248

$138,848,216

$621,320,464

$526,192,006

$151,435,751

$677,627,757

$169

$49

$218

2006

$518,382,059

$256,922,593

$775,304,652

$544,231,921

$269,734,405

$813,966,326

$170

$84

$254

Source: AMFIS data with inflation and population adjustments by Nichols Applied Management

Table A-2
Year

Lotteries Funding and Related Support to Recreation, 1994/95 – 2007/08
Lottery Expenditures
($ millions)

Estimated Funding in Support
of Recreation ($ millions)

Recreation as % of Total

1994/95

$126.0

$26

20.6%

1995/96

$129.1

$30

23.3%

1996/97

$123.3

$30

24.3%

1997/98

$123.3

$30

24.3%

1998/99

$173.3

$53

30.6%

1999/00

$769.5

$68

8.8%

2000/01

$837.5

$81

9.7%

2001/02

$1,015.9

$71

7.0%

2002/03

$1,211.1

$40

3.3%

2003/04

$1,009.2

$58

5.7%

2004/05

$1,167.8

$58

5.0%

2005/06

$1,207.5

$64

5.3%

2006/07

$1,306.7

$50

3.8%

2007/08

$1,454.4

$144

9.9%

Source: Lottery expenditures from Government accounts
Funding to recreation derived from Government accounts and estimates based on review of individual projects supported
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Government of Alberta Expenditures on Recreation and Culture, 1990-2007

Year

Nominal Expenditures - As Spent
($ millions)

Constant Dollar Expenditures $2007 ($ millions)

1990

$243

$382

1991

$238

$353

1992

$222

$325

1993

$222

$322

1994

$203

$290

1995

$195

$272

1996

$192

$262

1997

$142

$190

1998

$115

$152

1999

$167

$215

2000

$241

$301

2001

$301

$367

2002

$278

$328

2003

$276

$312

2004

$342

$381

2005

$405

$442

2006

$495

$520

2007

$473

$473

Source: Statistics Canada with constant dollar adjustments by Nichols Applied Management

Table A-4

Federal Government Expenditures on Recreation, All of Canada, 1991/92 – 2006/07

Year

Nominal - As Spent ($ millions)

Inflation & Population Adjusted $2007 ($ millions)

1992

$296

$503

1993

$315

$525

1994

$397

$644

1995

$414

$650

1996

$430

$653

1997

$399

$589

1998

$402

$581

1999

$419

$586

2000

$247

$331

2001

$326

$423

2002

$365

$452

2003

$354

$416

2004

$412

$473

2005

$466

$519

2006

$566

$600

2007

$560

$560

Source: Statistics Canada with population and inflation adjustments by Nichols Applied Management
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